基本資訊
Basic Information

SUNWAY Tile Mount Cutting Machine
新和薄磚扣件專用角磨機 (SW-TMCM)
SUNWAY Tile Mount Cutting Machine(SW-TMCM) is a
device for making incisions over the tiles or slim stones to
co-operate with the installation of SUNWAY Tile Mount.
Features：
Limits of several important dimensions can be set and
adjusted, to standardize all the incisions on the tiles or
thin stones
The workmanship can be perfectly secured
Machine base is fully made of metal to ensure
workers safety during the process of making incision
Enable to co-operate with cordless angle grinders,
working flexibility can be enhanced

主要組件
Main Components
SW-TMCM Machine Base：
Designed and manufactured by SUNWAY,
specific to the installation of SUNWAY Tile Mount
Made of stainless steel, rigid and durable

Angle Grinder：
Customers can choose various
brands, models of angle grinders
The angle grinder have to be suitable
for cutting on tiles or thin stones
Power above 900W is preferable
Diamond Disc：
Customers can choose various brands, models of
diamond disc
The diamond disc have to be suitable for cutting on
tiles or thin stones
Recommended size is Ø110x20x1.8mm
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特別設計
Special Features

SUNWAY Tile Mount Cutting Machine
新和薄磚扣件專用角磨機 (SW-TMCM)
4.Metallic Handle
Hold the handle tightly to stabilize the
machine during the cutting procedure

1. Limit A
To adjust the cutting depth

2. Limit B
To adjust the edge
distance of incision

5. Limit C
To adjust so as to clip
and fix the panels of
different thickness

6. Plastic Grab
To make it more portable when workers
move around the construction sites

3. Depth Mark
Pair up with limit A
to adjust the cutting depth

7.Central Point Mark
To correspond with
the central point of incision
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